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Your Partner in 
Timeless Design

Elevate a space with 
impeccably-crafted furniture, 

expressly built for you.
At Old Dominion Furniture Co., we don’t simply build 
custom furniture for restaurants, hotels, and other 
hospitality venues — we create thoughtfully-designed 
and beautifully-made pieces suited to your style, 
needs, and vision.

Based in Virginia, our family-owned business has served 

the hospitality industry for more than four decades, 

exceeding customer expectations for quality, versatility, 

and service. Because every one of our products is made 

to order, our customers have the freedom to translate 

their design inspiration into a reality that flawlessly fits 

even the most unique of specifications. 

We understand that choosing furniture for your 

hospitality space is an investment of both money and 

time, which is why we are committed to delivering an 

exceptional customer experience at every stage. From 

the initial design consultation to the final delivery and 

installation, Old Dominion Furniture Co. consistently 

puts our customers first. We consider it an honor to be 

a preferred partner for dealers, designers, purchasing 

agents, and business owners across the U.S.

Made in America with a true passion for unmatched 

quality, semi-custom and custom furniture from Old 

Dominion Furniture Co. will bring style, superior 

craftsmanship, and lasting durability to your space.
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A stylish, stress-free solution from start to finish.
Old Dominion Furniture Co. is dedicated 

to setting a new standard for commercial 

furniture fabricators everywhere. And when 

it comes to the customer experience, that 

means providing unparalleled service, quality 

support, and personalized care.

We are here to serve as your trusted partner 

from concept to installation, providing you with 

the peace of mind that comes from choosing 

a reliable, customer-focused business. If your 

project involves a diverse team that includes 

designers, architects, contractors, food-service 

equipment dealers, and others, we are happy 

to work with each and every individual 

as needed.

Our process is designed to free you from 

furniture worries, streamlining sourcing and 

providing you with a turnkey solution.

1. First, we’ll tap into your design inspiration 
during a consultation. When you meet with 

us for a consultation, you can look forward 

to a productive conversation about your 

vision for the space, ideas or aesthetics 

that inspire you, and your non-negotiables. 

We’ll chat style, dimensions, goals, and 

budget, so that we can collaborate with 

you (and your team) to develop the perfect 

furniture package.

2. Then, we dive into designing and building 

your furniture. We create shop drawings, 

field verify, and source materials, keeping 

you in the loop every step of the way. Once 

you’re completely satisfied with the design 

plan, our skilled craftsmen begin building 

your pieces at our Virginia headquarters.

3. Once your furniture is complete, we deliver 

it directly to you — and we can install it 

as well. Finally, one of our favorite parts 

of the process arrives: we get to deliver 

your completed pieces to your project site, 

and you can see your vision take shape 

right in front of you. If needed, we also 

provide installation services. Our team will 

coordinate with site contacts to ensure 

proper fit and function, so that everything 

goes according to plan. 



Bring your vision to life, down to the very last detail.
Every space — and customer — is unique, and 

we firmly believe that the furniture should be 

tailored accordingly. Rather than settling for 

options that are only “good enough,” let Old 

Dominion Furniture Co. create the furniture 

you truly need to realize your design vision.

Our selection of made-to-order products 

ranges from semi-custom to fully-custom, and 

flexibility is one of our core design principles. 

• We offer a virtually limitless variety 

of colors and finishing options, so you 

can easily find choices to align with the 

space’s aesthetic.

•  Our team can source upholstery materials 

from any vendor, or we can utilize 

customer supplied materials (COM) if you 

already have something in mind.

•  Options include design details and add-

ons that personalize your pieces and 

incorporate added charm and comfort.

•  Pieces can be modified to accommodate a 

specific vision or goal (for example, many 

customers appreciate the ease of making 

changes to booth designs).

As you explore our catalog of offerings, keep 

in mind that you aren’t limited to the styles 

you see. Our team of craftsmen and design 

consultants have the skill and experience 

to start from scratch and create something 

completely new for you — so let’s chat.



Reduced lead times  
and superior efficiency
Old Dominion Furniture Co. utilizes 

regionally-sourced materials, and all our 

products are domestically-manufactured. For 

our customers, that translates into shorter lead 

times and less stress about procurement and 

timelines. Even though our furniture is made 

to order, our factory is always prepared with 

supplies to start production at a moment’s 

notice. You can be confident that our team 

will go above and beyond to make sure you 

have what you need, when you need it. 

Affordable design  
without compromise
Designing a hospitality space is often a 

balancing act of functionality, budget, and 

aesthetics, but that doesn’t mean you should 

have to compromise on quality or style. 

Old Dominion Furniture Co. has perfected 

an approach to made-to-order furniture, 

marrying affordability and handcrafted quality. 

Our product line includes options at all price 

points, including an array of budget-friendly 

styles and value engineering opportunities. 

We’ll help you check all the boxes: budget, 

quality, and vision.
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Mid-Century 
Chic

Subtle curves, natural wood 
tones, and monochromatic 
upholstery pay homage to 
mid-century modern style.





Mod, Reimagined  
Curving booths upholstered in a rich 

cognac brown complement the sloping 

edges of our Miller Series chairs and 

barstools, while circular table tops and 

classic cast iron round bases allow the 

star design elements to take centerstage. 

BOOTHS: Channel back Augusta Series

UPHOLSTERY: Naugahyde Spirit Millennium Terra Cotta

CHAIRS: Miller Series

BARSTOOLS: Miller Series

TABLE TOPS: Oak plank with maple stain
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Colorfully Cheerful 
Plush upholstered booths are a happy, vibrant 

pop of color against crisp white and warm 
wood finishes.

BOOTHS: Custom diamond tufted banquette

UPHOLSTERY: KB Contract Olympus Oasis

CHAIRS: By others

TABLE TOPS: Custom bamboo veneer with 

exposed plywood edge
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 Casual  
Comfort

With eclectic shades of burnt 
orange and avocado green, a 
classically designed space is 

anything but boring.



BOOTHS: Custom upholstered booth  

with open base and tapered legs

UPHOLSTERY: KB Contract Olympus 

British Tan

CHAIRS: By others

TABLE TOPS: Maple butcher block  

with clear varnish finish
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 Rustic  
Elegance

Two seemingly opposing 
styles unite for a look that’s 

impressively refined.
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Elegance, Gone Country  
The bold, cowhide-inspired upholstered booths may 

be a surprising pairing with rich trims, tapered legs, 

and velvety-soft fabrics, but the result is a stunning 

space that wastes no time making an unforgettable 

first impression.

BOOTH 1: Bedford style channel back with open base  

and tapered legs

BOOTH 2: Bedford style with decorative trim at seat base,  

open base and tapered legs

UPHOLSTERY 1: Moore & Giles Serengeti Tri-Color

UPHOLSTERY 2: Pindler Atlas Midnight

TABLE TOPS: Walnut plank with clear varnish finish
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 Fashionable 
Functionality

Bright colors and modern 
silhouettes are a utilitarian, 
yet attractive, backdrop to a 

bustling, multipurpose space.
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Stylishly Practical  
A rainbow of custom upholstery is offset by  

clean lines and contemporary silhouettes, 

creating an eye-catching common area — offering 

proof that form and function can go hand in hand.

BOOTHS: Bedford style booths with integrated data

UPHOLSTERY 1: Maharam Mode in various colors

UPHOLSTERY 2: Spradling Silvertex in various colors

TABLE TOPS: Barcroft Series laminate tops in Formica White 949 
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European  
Sophistication  

French country-inspired style gets a modern 
update for a fresh, elevated space.
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Refined and Timeless  
With a nod to French country style, a space 

featuring pattern play and a muted color palette 

sets the tone for a luxurious experience. 

BOOTHS: Custom channel back upholstered booths

UPHOLSTERY: Nassimi Glaze Beach

TABLE TOPS: Solid Walnut plank with clear varnish finish

CHAIRS: By others
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BOOTHS: Channel back and smooth back Augusta Series

CHAIRS: Ellington Series

BARSTOOLS: Miller Series

UPHOLSTERY 1: KB Contract Lafayette Velvet Camel

UPHOLSTERY 2: Stout Bothers Turco Charcoal

TABLE TOPS: Oak plank with maple stain 

Rethinking Tradition 
A carefully curated color palette breathes new life 
into familiar silhouettes and materials, ensuring 
that each piece of furniture fits flawlessly into  

the vibrant, fast-paced space.
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Handsome 
Glamour

A combination of aged wood 
tones and moody hues pairs 

with majestic  curves and plush 
upholstery, creating a look that 
is boldly elegant, yet relaxed.







Distinguished Design  
Masculine elements like rich bourbon colored upholstery and the patina 

of worn wood are beautifully balanced by thoughtful, delicate touches 

for a design that delivers on so many levels.

BOOTHS: Channel back and diamond tufted back Augusta Series

UPHOLSTERY 1: Nassimi Glaze Honey

UPHOLSTERY 2: Reliatex Lafayette Velvet Meadow

TABLE TOPS: Walnut plank with clear varnish finish 

CHAIRS: By others
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BOOTHS: Augusta Series with open base and wood legs

UPHOLSTERY 1: Symphony Classic Appalachian

UPHOLSTERY 2: Symphony Vintage Wicker

TABLE TOPS 1: Hickory plank with clear varnish finish 

TABLE TOPS 2: Oak plank with walnut stain

CHAIRS: Kemper Series in black

A New Nostalgia 
Details that are reminiscent of a beloved 

neighborhood diner receive an upgrade with a 
notably contemporary color scheme, dress-maker 
upholstery details, and function-focused designs.
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Artfully Crafted  
Two-toned upholstery and modish silhouettes 

hold their own in a space dominated by 
statement-making pop art for a distinctly 

complementary effect.
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A Study in Contrasts  
A smooth cognac seat serves as an attractive 

contrast to a velvety, deep blue seat back, creating 

visual interest that flawlessly fits the space’s 

aesthetic. The substantial banquette design is 

balanced by clean, angular lines in the midcentury 

modern-inspired chairs and minimalistic tables.

BANQUETTE: Custom banquette with vertical channeling,  

veneer closed base and integrated data

UPHOLSTERY 1: Trikes Crown Jewel Indigo

UPHOLSTERY 2: Culp Bravo Cognac

TABLE TOPS: Walnut plank with clear varnish

CHAIRS: By others
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Products

With stylish series that include table tops, booths, chairs  

and barstools, and other essentials, Old Dominion Furniture has 

everything you need to craft the perfect space. Our selection of 

products can serve as a jumping-off point for your custom designs, 

acting as a blank canvas to be used however you’d like—and the 

options are truly endless.
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Hickory
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page 62
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page 56
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Table Bases
Sturdy, thoughtfully 

designed table bases fulfill a 

functional role while allowing 

your selected tabletop to 

truly shine. 

Visit our website to view  
table base styles and options.
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Distressed
Ash

Naturally distressed for an 
authentically rustic look



A

C

B

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Windsor Chair 

B. Windsor Barstool

C. Bedford Booth

Distressed Ash 
Our distressed ash table tops add 

distinct character to any space, each 

one featuring the beautifully unique 

knots, worm holes, and saw kerf 

marks that only come from naturally-

distressed wood (something you won’t 

find with manufactured distressing). 

Similar to our red oak table tops, the 

distressed ash boasts natural color 

variation and exceptional grain patterns, 

both creating a stunning sense of 

movement and visual interest. 

PLANK: table tops are fabricated using continuous 

length boards in random widths ranging from 2-1/4” 

wide to 8” wide. Boards are selected to highlight 

grain pattern and create a sense of movement 

from plank to plank.  

*NOT OFFERED IN BUTCHER BLOCK 

CONSTRUCTION 

Customization Options

All table tops are made to order in virtually any size and 

shape with custom options that create a product tailored 

to customer specifications. 

CONSTRUCTION: plank

THICKNESS: 1-1/4” thick

EDGE PROFILE: square or eased

CORNER PROFILE: square, eased 

or radius

STAIN COLOR: standard, premium 

or custom match

FINISH: conversion varnish

ADD-ONS: integrated data,  

purse hooks
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Carbonized
Oak

Carbonized by our 
craftsmen for something 

truly unique



A

C

B

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Rivermont Chair 

B. Rivermont 
Barstool

C. Hampton Booth

Customization Options

All table tops are made to order in virtually any size and 

shape with custom options that create a product tailored 

to customer specifications. 

CONSTRUCTION: plank,  

butcher block

THICKNESS: 1-1/4”, 1-3/4” 

EDGE PROFILE: square, eased,  

half and full bullnose, ogee, 

beveled, knife

CORNER PROFILE: square, eased 

or radius

FINISH: conversion varnish

ADD-ONS: integrated power,  

purse hooks, branding

Carbonized Oak 
Our carbonized oak table tops are a 

stylish statement piece - but what they 

say is entirely up to you. The unique 

solid oak table tops are carbonized by 

hand, so no two are exactly alike. Using 

our signature torching technique, our 

craftsmen add attractive depth and 

contrast, pulling out the grain pattern 

and making each table top completely 

unique. With all of the benefits of our 

standard oak table tops and the high-

impact effects of carbonization, the 

carbonized oak table tops offer the 

best of both worlds.

PLANK: plank table tops are fabricated using 

continuous length boards in random widths 

ranging from 2-1/4” wide to 8” wide. Boards are 

selected to highlight grain pattern and create a 

sense of movement from plank to plank.  

BUTCHER BLOCK: butcher block table tops are 

fabricated using continuous length boards cut to 

equal widths of 1-1/4”. Boards are glued together 

with the end grain of the boards showing, creating 

a linear look and extremely strong surface. 
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Walnut
Rich, warm tones and  

a luxurious feel



A

C

B

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Miller Chair 

B. Miller Barstool

C. Augusta Booth

Customization Options

All table tops are made to order in virtually any size and 

shape with custom options that create a product tailored 

to customer specifications. 

CONSTRUCTION: plank,  

butcher block

THICKNESS: 1-1/4”, 1-3/4” 

EDGE PROFILE: square, eased,  

half and full bullnose, ogee, 

beveled, knife

CORNER PROFILE: square, eased 

or radius

FINISH: conversion varnish

ADD-ONS: integrated power,  

purse hooks

Walnut 
Walnut is a beautiful balance of luxury 

and function, and our solid walnut table 

tops show off the best characteristics 

of this premium specie. Often a first 

choice for formal settings and high-end 

furniture, walnut is a dark hardwood 

valued for its color, strength, and 

distinctly straight grain. The natural 

luster of walnut provides an attractive 

sheen, while the varied brown shades 

of the heartwood bring an element of 

warmth to a space.

PLANK: plank table tops are fabricated using 

continuous length boards in random widths 

ranging from 2-1/4” wide to 8” wide. Boards are 

selected to highlight grain pattern and create a 

sense of movement from plank to plank.  

BUTCHER BLOCK: butcher block table tops are 

fabricated using continuous length boards cut to 

equal widths of 1-1/4”. Boards are glued together 

with the end grain of the boards showing, creating 

a linear look and extremely strong surface. 
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White Oak
Versatility and strength at 

their very best



A

C

B

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Ellington Chair 

B. Ellington Barstool

C. Oakley Booth

Customization Options

All table tops are made to order in virtually any size and 

shape with custom options that create a product tailored 

to customer specifications. 

CONSTRUCTION: plank,  

butcher block

THICKNESS: 1-1/4”, 1-3/4” 

EDGE PROFILE: square, eased,  

half and full bullnose, ogee, 

beveled, knife

CORNER PROFILE: square, eased 

or radius

FINISH: conversion varnish

ADD-ONS: integrated power,  

purse hooks

White Oak 
From trendy lattes to craft cocktails—

and everything in between—solid white 

oak table tops are a subtly beautiful 

backdrop to it all. Contrary to what its 

name might suggest, white oak actually 

tends to be slightly darker than red oak, 

with undertones that are beige and 

brown (compared to the salmon hues 

of red oak). Like most varieties of oak, 

solid white oak takes on stains very 

easily for a smooth, flawless finish.

PLANK: plank table tops are fabricated using 

continuous length boards in random widths 

ranging from 2-1/4” wide to 8” wide. Boards are 

selected to highlight grain pattern and create a 

sense of movement from plank to plank.  

BUTCHER BLOCK: butcher block table tops are 

fabricated using continuous length boards cut to 

equal widths of 1-1/4”. Boards are glued together 

with the end grain of the boards showing, creating 

a linear look and extremely strong surface. 
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Hickory 
Homegrown durability 

and aesthetic appeal



A

C

B

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Kemper Chair 

B. Kemper Barstool

C. Brunswick Booth

Customization Options

All table tops are made to order in virtually any size and 

shape with custom options that create a product tailored 

to customer specifications. 

CONSTRUCTION: plank

THICKNESS: 1-1/4” thick

EDGE PROFILE: square or eased

CORNER PROFILE: square, eased 

or radius

FINISH: conversion varnish

ADD-ONS: integrated data,  

purse hooks

Hickory 
Hickory is an all-American classic, 

among the strongest and most durable 

woods native to the U.S. Its dense, hard 

surface stands up remarkably well in 

even the most demanding of settings. 

Our Virginia craftsmen alternate 

heartwood and sapwood to create an 

eye-catching, subtly rustic effect with 

the contrasting shades of light reddish 

brown and pale, golden-toned brown.

PLANK: Plank table tops are fabricated using 

continuous length boards in random widths 

ranging from 2-1/4” wide to 8” wide. Boards are 

selected to highlight grain pattern and create a 

sense of movement from plank to plank.  

*NOT OFFERED IN BUTCHER BLOCK 

CONSTRUCTION 
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Red Oak
A classic choice with an 

evergreen style



A

C

B

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Ellington Chair 

B. Ellington Barstool

C. Oakley Booth

Customization Options

All table tops are made to order in virtually any size and 

shape with custom options that create a product tailored 

to customer specifications. 

CONSTRUCTION: plank,  

butcher block

THICKNESS: 1-1/4”, 1-3/4” 

EDGE PROFILE: square, eased,  

half and full bullnose, ogee, 

beveled, knife

CORNER PROFILE: square, eased 

or radius

STAIN COLOR: standard, premium 

or custom match

FINISH: conversion varnish

ADD-ONS: integrated power,  

purse hooks

Red Oak 
Whether your space is traditional or 

contemporary, solid red oak table tops 

will become a staple in your design. 

Considered one of the most popular 

choices for hardwood in the U.S., red 

oak delivers outstanding value by 

providing a durable, handsome surface 

at a relatively moderate price. The 

straight grain has a coarse, irregular 

texture for a table top that has both 

visual and tactile interest.

PLANK: plank table tops are fabricated using 

continuous length boards in random widths 

ranging from 2-1/4” wide to 8” wide. Boards are 

selected to highlight grain pattern and create a 

sense of movement from plank to plank.  

BUTCHER BLOCK: butcher block table tops are 

fabricated using continuous length boards cut to 

equal widths of 1-1/4”. Boards are glued together 

with the end grain of the boards showing, creating 

a linear look and extremely strong surface. 
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Hard Rock 
Maple

A contemporary look 
that’s easy to customize



A

C

B

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Park Chair 

B. Park Barstool

C. Park Booth

Customization Options

All table tops are made to order in virtually any size and 

shape with custom options that create a product tailored 

to customer specifications. 

CONSTRUCTION: plank,  

butcher block

THICKNESS: 1-1/4”, 1-3/4” 

EDGE PROFILE: square, eased,  

half and full bullnose, ogee, 

beveled, knife

CORNER PROFILE: square, eased 

or radius

STAIN COLOR: standard, premium 

or color match

FINISH: conversion varnish

ADD-ONS: integrated power,  

purse hooks, branding

Hard Rock Maple 
For a clean, fresh style, our solid maple 

tops are a go-to favorite. Maple’s light, 

creamy color and smooth, subtle 

grain is equally well-suited for casual 

and upscale spaces, especially with a 

myriad of options for customization. 

Maple is a highly durable option, so you 

can be confident it will look equally 

fabulous for its first and five thousandth 

use. Staining maple tends to bring out 

its mineral streaks, enhancing their 

appearance beautifully.

PLANK: plank table tops are fabricated using 

continuous length boards in random widths 

ranging from 2-1/4” wide to 8” wide. Boards are 

selected to highlight grain pattern and create a 

sense of movement from plank to plank.  

BUTCHER BLOCK: butcher block table tops are 

fabricated using continuous length boards cut to 

equal widths of 1-1/4”. Boards are glued together 

with the end grain of the boards showing, creating 

a linear look and extremely strong surface. 
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Sapele 
Cost-effective luxury  

to set your space apart



A

C

B

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Saloon Chair 

B. Saloon Barstool

C. Franklin Booth

Customization Options

All table tops are made to order in virtually any size and 

shape with custom options that create a product tailored 

to customer specifications. 

CONSTRUCTION: plank,  

butcher block

THICKNESS: 1-1/4”, 1-3/4” 

EDGE PROFILE: square, eased,  

half and full bullnose, ogee, 

beveled, knife

CORNER PROFILE: square, eased 

or radius

FINISH: conversion varnish

ADD-ONS: integrated power,  

purse hooks

Sapele 
Our solid sapele tops have a golden to 

reddish-brown color and distinct grain 

that elevate any space. The interlocked, 

sometimes wavy grain pairs wonderfully 

well with sapele’s fine, uniform texture 

and natural luster. Harder and heavier 

than African mahogany, but similar in 

color to traditional mahogany, sapele 

has become a reliable substitute—and a 

cost effective alternative.

PLANK: plank table tops are fabricated using 

continuous length boards in random widths 

ranging from 2-1/4” wide to 8” wide. Boards are 

selected to highlight grain pattern and create a 

sense of movement from plank to plank.  

BUTCHER BLOCK: butcher block table tops are 

fabricated using continuous length boards cut to 

equal widths of 1-1/4”. Boards are glued together 

with the end grain of the boards showing, creating 

a linear look and extremely strong surface. 
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Laminate
Commercial-grade 

durability with  
designer-worthy style



A

C

B

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Café Chair 

B. Café Barstool

C. Augusta Booth

Customization Options

With a diverse range of customization options, you have 

the freedom and flexibility to perfect your design, down 

to the last detail.

CONSTRUCTION: high pressure 

laminate on sealed core

SIZE & SHAPE: tops are made to 

order and available in virtually  

any size and shape

EDGE OPTIONS: Flat PVC,  

Wood Edge, Laminate

LAMINATE OPTIONS: laminate  

is sourced from all major  

laminate suppliers

ADD-ONS: inlay, drop edge,  

purse hooks, data and power

Laminate 
With a reputation as a cost-effective 

but stylish option, it’s no surprise that 

laminate table tops are among our top 

sellers. They are an impressive stand-in 

for traditional surfaces such as marble, 

stone, quartz, or solid wood, so you can 

maximize longevity while minimizing 

expense. Laminate has all the strength 

of a solid wood, along with the benefit 

of virtually limitless possibilities for 

color and pattern.

BARCROFT PVC EDGE: The flat 3mm PVC edge 

options are made to perfectly match the laminate 

surface and crafted to prevent peeling and 

chipping. 

WOOD EDGE: Select an oak or maple wood edge 

(with various finishes and edge profile options 

available) for a complementary addition to a 

laminate surface.

SELF EDGE: Select a high quality laminate to be 

used on both the surface and the edges of the 

table tops.
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Miller  
Series

Midcentury style with  
modern functionality



BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Augusta Booth 

B. Walnut Table Tops

Miller Series  
With the clean lines and bold silhouette of midcentury modern design, our Miller 

Series makes a stylish statement suited to casual and formal spaces alike. The solid 

European Beech frame combines with an upholstered seat to create a comfortable 

seating option that’s as beautiful as it is durable.
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Rivermont  
Series

Contemporary comfort in 
an eye-catching design



Rivermont Series  
Our Rivermont Series brings sleek, modern style to the table for a timeless  

and exceptionally versatile look. Thoughtfully selected components such as  

a steel frame, solid beech legs, and walnut laminate seat and back ensure  

long-lasting quality.

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Hampton Booth

B. Carbonized Oak 
Table Tops
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Kemper  
Series

A classic design, refreshed  
for a modern space



Kemper Series  
Capturing a modernized take on the classic Windsor style, our Kemper Series can 

be a seamless addition to any space. The simplicity of the design doesn’t sacrifice 

comfort or aesthetics, while the solid European Beech frame provides reliable 

strength and longevity.  

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Brunswick Booth

B. Hickory Table Top
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Boomerang  
Series

A traditional silhouette  
with a unique spin



Boomerang Series  
The aptly-named Boomerang Series employs curving lines and rounded corners to 

make a stylish first impression, followed by the understated luxury of an optional 

upholstered seat and back. Solid beech construction and precise craftsmanship 

make these a worthy investment.

Upholstered seat available

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Augusta Booth 

B. Laminate  
Table Top 
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Park  
Series

An understated style that’s 
anything but boring



Park Series  
Elevate an interior with the appealing balance of distinct angles and sweeping 

curves found in our Park Series, a contemporary style made with solid beech 

construction. The subtly curved seat and back offer outstanding comfort, even 

without added cushion, so guests will be happy to sit and stay awhile.

Upholstered seat available

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Park Booth 

B. Maple Table Top 
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Ellington  
Series

Sophisticated style at its finest



Ellington Series  
Our Ellington Series seeks to refresh a basic, yet beautiful, design, incorporating 

curved lines to draw the eye upward for a subtly updated look. Leverage 

customization options such as upholstered inside and outside backs,  

upholstered seats, and chair arms to bring your ideas to life.

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Oakley Booths

B. Walnut Table Top
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Craddock  
Series

Thoughtful details set this seat apart



Craddock Series  
For traditional style with a creative touch, the Craddock Series features delightful 

details that set these solid beech designs apart. A classically-shaped frame and 

curved seat back get a modern upgrade with the addition of a curved cut-out 

detail, which serves double-duty as a functional element for easy movement.

Upholstered seat available

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Brunswick Booth

B. Red Oak  
Table Top
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First Mates  
Series

A nod to the sea with the 
addition of practical touches



PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Brunswick Booth

B. Maple Table Top

First Mates Series  
Set sail with the First Mates Series, a collection of solid beech seating with a hint 

of nautical detailing. The back includes a handle cut-out for added convenience, 

while still staying true to the intricate stylings of a piece you might find aboard a 

seafaring vessel.

Upholstered seat and back available

BA
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Captains  
Series

The seat design fit for a captain, 
made comfortable for guests



Captains Series  
The regal, yet playful style of our Captains Series can introduce an element of 

sophisticated fun to any interior. Guests can sit back and relax, making use of the 

curving arms to settle in for an enjoyable dining experience ahead.

Upholstered seat and back available

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Cumberland 
Booth

B. Sapele Table Top
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Windsor  
Series

A design tradition that’s  
always on trend



Windsor Series  
Our Windsor Series is a tribute to the iconic and historic Windsor chair design, 

a style staple that has endured since the 18th century. Managing to be both 

traditional and timeless, the curved arch of the back, rounded legs, and spacious 

seat can be kept simple or accentuated with added arms.

Upholstered seat available

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Bedford Booth

B. Distressed Ash 
Table Top
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Saloon  
Series

A playful take on  
cowboy-inspired style



Saloon Series  
Our Saloon Series is a far cry from the dusty bars of the Wild West, though it does 

draw some design inspiration from that iconic era of American history. The wrap-

around back and arms are intended to comfortably cradle the user, while a number 

of horizontal and vertical lines add visual interest. 

Upholstered seat and back available

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Oakley Booth 

B. White Oak  
Table Top 
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Schoolhouse  
Series

Traditional Americana 
aesthetic embodied in an 

updated design



PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Highland Booth

B. Red Oak  
Table Top

Schoolhouse Series  
The look and feel of our Schoolhouse Series harkens back to early American 

schoolhouses, with their appreciation for tradition, practicality, and enduring 

design. A high, slat-style back is joined to the seat with two uniquely curved 

brackets, and available customization options include the addition of arms 

and/or an upholstered seat.

Upholstered seat available

BA
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Bistro  
Series

A European silhouette for 
casual and fine dining alike



PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Cumberland 
Booth  

B. Red Oak  
Table Top

Bistro Series  
With the casual elegance of a Parisian restaurant, the Bistro Series has a level 

of versatility that makes it ideal for nearly any interior. Constructed entirely of 

solid beech and built by our U.S. craftsmen, the seating options in this series will 

undoubtedly stand the test of time.

Upholstered seat available

BA
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Jazz  
Series

Style in full swing, inspired  
by the American Jazz Age



Jazz Series  
Much like any great musical performance, extraordinary design requires an 

understanding of harmony. Our Jazz Series exemplifies the beauty of well-tuned 

style, employing contemporary elements such as a curved back and tapered legs.

Upholstered seat available

A

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Brunswick Booth 

B. Maple Table Top 

B
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Café  
Series

An everyday staple boasting 
both form and function



Café Series  
Welcome guests with the casual, yet polished look of our Café Series seating 

options. The relaxed, yet modern design will complement a broad range of table 

styles and interiors, making it an ideal option for spaces that prioritize versatility 

and quality alike. 

Upholstered seat available

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Augusta Booth

B. Laminate  
Table Top 
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Harris  
Series

Elevate an interior  
with attractive,  

stool-style seating



Harris Series  
Get back to basics with the Harris Series, a 

selection of stool-style seating with solid hard rock 

maple construction and durable brass or chrome 

foot plates. These American-made stools are 

wonderfully well-suited for simple and dramatic 

interiors alike, flawlessly fitting into any design you 

can imagine.

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Oakley Booth

B. Distressed  
Ash Table Top 
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Tavern  
Series

A laidback look that fits 
flawlessly into any space



Tavern Series  
The Tavern Series has a look and feel reminiscent of 

European pubs in the 18th and 19th centuries, but in 

an elevated form adapted for a modern-day dining 

experience. An excellent option for space-saving 

design, the angled legs and rounded horizontal 

spindles are purposefully-selected touches for 

effortless use and comfort.

BA

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Park Booth

B. Red Oak  
Table Top
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High Chair
Create a family-friendly 
environment without 

sacrificing style



A B

High Chair  
Provide families with the peace of mind of a safe, 

comfortable high chair for babies and toddlers. 

Our solid oak high chair meets all ASTM F404-18 

and CPSC federal safety regulations, and is 

designed to be equal parts functional, attractive, 

and comfortable. 

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Booster Seat

B. Infant Carrier 
Stand
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Booster 
Seat

Comfort and convenience in 
an easy-to-customize design



A B

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. High Chair

B. Infant Carrier 
Stand

Booster Seat  
Elevate family dining to the next level with our 

lightweight, stackable booster seats. These 

functional, safe pieces give young children a 

welcome boost and a comfortable seat for 

enjoying a meal. Our solid oak booster seats can 

be stained to match any color and are available 

with an optional lap belt for added safety. 
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Infant Carrier 
Stand

A stylish solution for 
welcoming the smallest  

of guests



A B

Infant Carrier Stand  
Accommodate the needs of guests with infant 

carriers/car seats with our solid beech infant 

carrier stand. Crafted for optimal versatility and 

available in an array of finishes, the stand provides 

a safe and secure placement for carriers weighing 

up to 30 pounds.

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. High Chair

B. Booster Seat
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4800 Series 

Oakley 
Booth

Effortless style to 
complement your 

design vision 



A B C

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Windsor Chair 

B. Windsor Barstool 

C. Hickory Table Top

Oakley Booth  
Put a modern spin on a classic silhouette with our Oakley booths, 

featuring a fully upholstered seat and back, simple, elegant wood 

trim and an open base with tapered legs. These built-to-order 

booths are offered in standard heights and lengths yet can be 

customized to accommodate design vision and special needs. 

Options include channeling and button tufting on the backs, a 

whole host of upholstery options, including COM, and various 

stains on the wood trim. Our Oakley booths are easily tailored to 

any space.
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4000 Series 

Bedford 
Booth

Sleek, simple, and 
impressively comfortable



A B C

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Rivermont Chair

B. Rivermont Barstool

C. Barcroft Table Top

Bedford Booth  
For a classic booth design that is far from basic or boring, our 

Bedford booths fit the bill. The soft roll top, sewn-in end panels 

and waterfall style seat lend a subtle sophistication to the design, 

while the interior framing and dense foam make for a structurally 

sound, comfortable end product. 

Swap out the standard open base and legs for a simple black vinyl 

base if you prefer, channel the back and specify custom lengths, 

heights and shapes for a perfect fit.
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9000 Series 

Augusta 
Booth

A beautifully blank slate 
ideal for creative, custom 

upholstery



A B C

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Park Chair

B. Harris Barstool

C. Red Oak  
Table Top 

Augusta Booth  
When your project calls for an understated booth style, our 

Augusta booths are an excellent choice. This fully upholstered style 

can be accented with the use of multiple upholsteries to create 

contrast between the seat and back, along with channeling or 

tufting for added interest.

Our Augusta booths are built-to-order in just about any length, 

height and seating configuration. 
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8100 Series 

Brunswick 
Booth

Our best-selling booth and 
the epitome of versatility 



A B C

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Ellington Chair

B. Ellington Barstool

C. Red Oak Table Top

Brunswick Booth  
Pair our Brunswick booths with beautiful solid wood table tops, 

and you have the perfect spot for guest to enjoy a first-class dining 

experience. This is our most popular booth style, so don’t be 

surprised if your guests decide to stay a while. 

These built-to-order booths offer an array of custom options, 

including your preferred upholstery, stain color, height and length. 

An open base with wood legs, tufting and upholstered crumb rails 

are just of the few available add-ons. 
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7000 Series 

Cumberland 
Booth

Small accent details  
make a big impression



A B C

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Schoolhouse Chair

B. Schoolhouse 
Barstool

C. Maple Table Top

Cumberland Booth  
Our built-to-order Cumberland booths provide a comfortable  

spot for guests to sit back, relax and enjoy their dining experience. 

The high-density foam over web seat construction combined with 

a soft, durable graded-in vinyl option makes for superior comfort 

and longevity. Thoughtful design touches like molding details,  

solid wood trim and welt cord add a simple, sophisticated style.  

Customize your Cumberland booths with your choice of 

upholstery, stain, height and lengths, and add optional  

features such as channeling or an open base with wood legs.
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5700 Series 

Hampton 
Booth

Rustic design, polished  
and made new for  

modern spaces



A B C

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Bistro Chair

B. Bistro Barstool

C. Barcroft Table Top

Hampton Booth  
Our Hampton booths are both rustic and refined, combining 

our solid distressed Ash on the top cap and inside back with an 

(optional) upholstered seat and veneer base and ends, all in the 

stain and upholstery colors and combinations of your choice. The 

stylish design is unique yet timeless and built to last.

Like all of our booths, the lengths, height and finishes are  

fully customizable.
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5500 Series 

Highland 
Booth

A quintessential booth design 
with reimagined details



A B C

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Kemper Chair

B. Kemper Barstool

C. Red Oak Table Top

Highland Booth  
Add just the right amount of personality to your design with our 

Highland booths. A beadboard inside back, easily removable foam 

on board seat and sturdy solid wood end panels combine the best 

of comfort, style and stability. 

Our built-to-order process gives you the flexibility to customize 

your booths, including height, length, stain and upholstery. 
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3000 Series 

Park 
Booth

Bring the outdoors in–  
and make it stylish



A B C

PAIRS WELL WITH  

A. Park Chair

B. Park Barstool

C. Maple Table Top

Park Booth  
Our Park Booth is unmistakably inspired by the classic park 

benches found in the world’s most beloved outdoor spaces, taking 

cues from seating in spots like Central Park. The slatted design and 

distinct leg style are defined by clean lines, while the overall shape 

maintains a softly curving design for ideal comfort. 

Keep a traditional wood finish or customize with a bright pop of 

color; this style adapts remarkably well to suit virtually any desired 

design effect.
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Custom Crafted  
Furniture

Superior pieces, designed, built and 
installed, exactly as you’ve envisioned.

With your vision as the blueprint, Old Dominion Furniture Co. 

creates high-quality, fully custom commercial furniture that fits 

perfectly into your space. 

Whether you have an idea for a single piece or a full furni-

ture package, we’ll go straight to the drawing board to create 

something completely custom. Our talented team can use your 

inspiration images, design sketches, or even start from scratch 

— so, let’s make your idea a reality.

Contact a Furniture Specialist for more information about the 

custom design and build process, including available options, 

pricing, and more.
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Upholstery, 
Laminates,  
& Finishes

With limitless customization options to choose from, our signature 

styles can serve as the foundation of your design – and then, you 

can reimagine any piece to suit your unique vision. Whether you’re 

seeking custom stains, upholstery, or laminates, our team is here 

to help you create the perfect piece. In addition to the curated 

selection of options in our catalog, we can source custom materials 

from virtually any supplier in the industry. 

Interested in crafting a custom design for your next project? 

Connect with one of our Furniture Specialists to learn more about 

the endless possibilities we can offer.  





Standard Stains

WALNUT

NATURAL

MAHOGANY

GOLDEN OAK MAPLE

Finishes

All colors are shown on Maple wood. 

Please note that because wood is a 

natural material with variations in color, 

grain and texture, finished products may 

vary from control sample to pieces and 

even from piece to piece.
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Premium Stains

WHITEWASH* ESPRESSO* BLACK*

Custom Finishes
Whether your priority is form 

or function – or more than 

likely, both – you can choose 

custom finishes that suit your 

design vision. 

We make it simple to 

explore your options, and 

our knowledgeable team is 

always available to answer 

any questions you may have. 

Discover new inspiration and 

craft a design that sets your 

space apart with custom  

finishes and other options.
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Formica  
Black Riftwood

Absecon Sherpa 
Denim

Formica  
Danish Maple

Absecon Shire  
Steel Blue

Wilsonart  
Shadow

Absecon Sherpa 
Black

Wilsonart  
Designer White

Absecon Shire  
Aqueduct

Formica  
Black

Absecon Sherpa 
Cardinal

Formica  
Blossom  

Cherrywood

Absecon Shire  
Ascot

Formica  
Cocoa Maple

Absecon Sherpa 
Grey

Formica  
Platinum

Absecon Shire  
Greystone

Formica  
Silver Riftwood

Absecon Sherpa 
Brown Haze

Wilsonart  
Manitoba Maple

Absecon Shire  
Sesame

Formica  
Walnut Riftwood

Absecon Sherpa 
Jade

Wilsonart  
Kingswood Walnut

Absecon Shire  
Dill

Laminates

Upholstery
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Spirit Millennium  
Royal

Spirit Millennium  
Regimental Blue

Spirit Millennium  
Wedgewood

Spirit Millennium  
Graphite

Spirit Millennium  
Black

Spirit Millennium  
Adobe White

Spirit Millennium  
American Beauty

Spirit Millennium  
Claret

Spirit Millennium  
Cinnabar

Spirit Millennium  
Gunmetal

Spirit Millennium  
Espresso

Spirit Millennium  
Taupe

Spirit Millennium  
Camel

Spirit Millennium  
Terra Cotta

Spirit Millennium  
Sand

Spirit Millennium  
Olive Green

Spirit Millennium  
Yew Green

Spirit Millennium  
Dusty Jade

Vinyl

Upholstery
Old Dominion offers a range of graded-in textiles 

including fabrics, vinyls and polyurethanes. Old 

Dominion will handle the purchasing and receiving 

of materials from our graded-in offerings. Please 

visit our website for more information on graded-

in options.

COM
Items can be purchased with material supplied 

to Old Dominion by the customer. Old Dominion 

is not responsible for receipt of defective 

material, durability or application of COM 

material. All directional fabric is applied as it is 

shown on the material vendor’s website unless 

otherwise specified.
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Let’s Stay 
in Touch
Contact Us
For more information about 

our products, custom design 

options, and how to order, 

we invite you to contact us.

Old Dominion Furniture Co. 
PO Box 11226 (24506) 
800 Craddock Street 
Lynchburg, VA 24501 
(434) 845-5511

Contact us online and  

submit an email inquiry.

Browse Our Website
Find more details about products, 

finishes, and our portfolio on our 

website:  

OLDDOMINIONFURNITURE.COM.

Connect with Us  
On Social Media
Find Old Dominion Furniture Co. on 

social media to share your project 

and find design inspiration.

Facebook: Old Dominion Furniture Co

Instagram: @oldominionfurnitureco

Get the Latest News
Sign up for the Old Dominion 

Furniture Co. newsletter to stay 

in the loop about new designs, 

exciting announcements, and more.



800 Craddock Street
PO Box 11226 (24506)
Lynchburg, VA 24501

 CONTACT US

(434) 845-5511
cs@olddominionfurniture.com
www.olddominionfurniture.com


